
Shared Cataloging Program  Advisory Committee 
 
Conference Call: Tuesday, 18, 2011 12-12:45pm 
  
 
Present:  Sarah Gardner (Chair, UCD); Valerie Bross (UCLA); Jim Clark (UCR); Becky Culbertson 
(UCSD/SCP); Tasha Keagan (UCSC); Elaine McCracken (UCSB); Trina Pundurs (UCB); Sarah Sheets 
(recorder - UCM); Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP); Holly Tomren-joined at the end of the meeting (UCI). 
 
1.Announcements 

 
Due to Nina’s layoff, UCSF will not have a regular rep for the Advisory Committee.  Bea 
Mallek will possibly attend if able. 

 
 
2. NGM Update (Sarah G.) 
 
 John had a conflicting call today, but sent in his report.  
 Leslie Wolf is now keeping track of campus LHR batchloading. 
 OCLC’s ALA meeting on electronic content management in WorldCat discussed with 

along with the possible use of output data from our SFX instance for batchloading. 
 
3. NGTS Update (Jim D.)  
 
 SOPAG will be responsible for managing implementation of UL approved 

recommendations. NGTS is in somewhat of a holding pattern at this point. A joint 
CDC/HOTS meeting in Oakland in March to will determine how to go forward. Possible 
ramifications for SCP’s role discussed. 

 
4. SCP Update (Becky and Adolfo) 
  
 Distribution of files resumed first week of January. SCP reclamation files and backups 

have been deleted. MasterFILE premier from Ebsco database has been distributed. 
 Ebsco Academic Search Complete will roll out January 21. 
 Springer negotiations are still ongoing - all 2011 ebook cataloging on hold. Have some 

pre-2011 still to do and lots of German titles. The half-time position that was filled is 
working on IEEE Conference proceedings. 

 
 
5. Open Discussion about ALA. 
  
 Continued discussion on OCLC’s meeting on electronic content management, in 

particular their knowledgebase. It should present more streamlined access to licensed and 
open resources.  OCLC’s continuing to work with vendors to integrate data more directly. 

  
Discussion of RDA implications. 

 
 CONSERops meeting in May. Discussion of possible Elluminate session to cover it. 
 
NEXT MEETING scheduled for February 14th 3-4:30pm. 
 


